A Synoptic Climatological Analysis of the Atmospheric Drivers of Water Clarity Variability in the Great Lakes
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ABSTRACT

A historical water clarity index (\(K_d\) index or KDI) was developed through the use of satellite-derived and validated diffuse light attenuation (\(K_d\); \(\text{m}^{-1}\)) for each of the Great Lakes (and subbasins) on a daily level from 1998 to 2015. A statistical regionalization was performed with monthly level KDI using \(k\)-means clustering to subdivide the Great Lakes into regions with similar temporal variability in water clarity. The KDI was then used to assess the relationship between water clarity and atmospheric circulation patterns and stream discharge. An artificial neural-network-based self-organized map data reduction technique was used to classify atmospheric patterns using four atmospheric variables: mean sea level pressure, 500-hPa geopotential heights, zonal and meridional components of the wind at 10 m, and 850-hPa temperature. Stream discharge was found to have the strongest relationship with KDI, suggesting that sediments and dissolved matter from land runoffs are the key factors linking the atmosphere to water clarity in the Great Lakes. Although generally lower in magnitude than stream discharge, atmospheric circulation patterns associated with increased precipitation tended to have stronger positive correlations with KDI. With no long-range forecasts of stream discharge, the strong relationship between atmospheric circulation patterns and stream discharge may provide an avenue to more accurately model water clarity on a subseasonal-to-seasonal time scale.

1. Introduction

The Great Lakes Basin is an ecologically diverse region, home to more than 3500 plant and animal species, nearly 34 million people, and 84% of North America’s freshwater (Fuller et al. 1995). More than 30% of the U.S. and Canada’s gross domestic product is generated in the region (Krantzberg and Boer 2006). In recent decades, water clarity across most of the Great Lakes has increased, a trend observed both through field observation and through the interpretation of data from various remotely sensed observations (Binding et al. 2007; Fig. 1). This trend is thought to be associated with the increase in invasive mussel species in recent decades, contributing to reductions in phytoplankton biomass and disruptions in food chain dynamics (Binding et al. 2007; Vanderploeg et al. 2001; Rennie et al. 2009; Nalepa et al. 2009). The mussels increase water clarity by removing particulate matter at a rate of up to one liter per mussel per day (Binding et al. 2007; Nalepa et al. 2010; Ransibrahmanakul et al. 2018; Shuchman et al. 2017) and stimulate benthic plant growth by enhancing the amount of light penetration in the water (Ricciardi et al. 1997; Skubinna et al. 1995). In other areas, particularly western Lake Erie, water clarity has decreased as a result of cyanobacterial blooms and resuspension of inorganic matter (Millie et al. 2009; Makarewicz et al. 1999; Binding et al. 2007). These cyanobacterial blooms are exacerbated by the influx of high concentrations of nutrients through eutrophication (Scavia et al. 2014). The increase in nutrients, particularly phosphorus, into the western basin of Lake Erie is primarily related to regional agricultural practices, with increased eutrophication following large precipitation events during spring (Michalak et al. 2013; Watson et al. 2016). Collectively, these water clarity changes have profound ecological impacts. While many of the changes in the Great Lakes can be traced...
to anthropogenic influences such as the introduction of invasive species as well as industrial and agricultural pollution, anthropogenic forcing and climate change should also be considered primary contributors to changes in water clarity over time (Shuchman et al. 2017).

In contrast to many other water basins, both turbid and excessively clear water may trigger negative environmental responses. Lakes Michigan and Huron have experienced a decrease in chlorophyll-a concentration as water clarity has increased (Barbiero et al. 2011; Fahnenstiel et al. 2010), leading to a significant reduction in food supply for many of the crustacean species (Barbiero et al. 2011). Meanwhile, the decrease in water clarity in western Lake Erie has resulted in an increase in toxic cyanobacteria (Michalak et al. 2013). Understanding the role of climate on these complex ecosystem–stressor interactions is vital to developing a consistent water clarity index applicable for each basin.

Synoptic climatology has been used to identify atmospheric patterns and their relationship to long-term changes and variability in ocean chlorophyll levels (Sheridan et al. 2013), anomalously cold sea surface temperature events (Pirhalla et al. 2014), and overall water clarity (Sheridan et al. 2014), for coastal ocean waters of the southeastern United States. The Great Lakes system differs from ocean water in several aspects, including the presence of seasonal ice cover and seasonal variability in stream discharge, along with various other environmental stressors that affect this closed freshwater system. Water temperature has been shown to play an important role in the growth, survival, and distribution of many species (Dobiesz and Lester 2009; Trumpickas et al. 2009). Wind has also been shown to influence water clarity not only by increasing suspended particles but also indirectly by altering the lake temperature profile (Niemistö 2008; Thiery et al. 2014). Despite current evidence of the severity of the invasive mussel problem, knowledge is limited concerning how climate variability, weather systems, mussels (zebra and quagga), land use changes and other factors interact as coupled systems.

Traditionally, water clarity is measured as the Secchi disk depth (SDD; m), that is, the depth at which a black–white disk is no longer visible to a human eye (Lee et al. 2018). SDD is inversely proportional to the diffuse downwelling light attenuation coefficient \( K_d; \text{m}^{-1} \) at the wavelength where light penetrates the deepest
(Lee et al. 2018), usually in the blue or blue-green region of the visible light. The two major contributors to $K_d$ are particles (including living particles such as phytoplankton and nonliving particles such as sediments, both contributing to water turbidity) and colored dissolved organic matter (Davies-Colley and Smith 2001), both of which are rich in stream discharge, particularly in a closed system like the Great Lakes. However, long-term forecasts of stream discharge are not available, preventing it from being used as a variable in forecasts of water clarity. This study develops a historical water clarity index $[K_d \text{ index (KDI)}]$ for the Great Lakes to assess the connection between water clarity, stream discharge, and atmospheric circulation patterns (CPs) to improve the ability to forecast extreme water clarity episodes in the Great Lakes on a seasonal time scale.

2. Data and methods

a. Water clarity data and geographic regionalization

Level 2 multispectral remote sensing reflectance ($R_{rs}; \text{s}^{-1}$) data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS/Aqua, with native spatial resolution at nadir of ~1 km) spanning the months July 2002–December 2015 (15 359 files) within the bounds from 1° to 49°N and from 76° to 92°W were downloaded from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center ocean color website (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov). Each granule (i.e., file) was mapped to an equidistant rectangular projection with 1-km spatial resolution. Pixels with negative $R_{rs}$ at any wavelength were excluded from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Retained PCs</th>
<th>Explained variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500z</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>99.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSLP</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>98.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850t</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>98.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVwind</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>98.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. The number of retained principal components and the explained variance of the retained PCs for each atmospheric variable.

FIG. 2. Decadal change in KDI from 1997 to 2015. Significance at the 95% confidence level is denoted with hatching. Positive values indicate decreased water clarity; negative values indicate increased water clarity.
analysis, as were pixels identified by any of the NASA standard level 3 flag suite (see https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/atbd/ocl2flags/). Reflectance data were used to calculate \( K_d \) at 488 nm \([K_d(488)]\) via the Kd_lee algorithm (Lee et al. 2005) and were subsequently used for regionalization and time series analyses. The Kd_lee algorithm decomposes the spectral \( R_s \) data to absorption and backscattering coefficients, from which \( K_d(488) \) was estimated. Validation using field-measured \( K_d \) showed that Kd_488_lee is more accurate than other satellite-based \( K_d \) data for productive waters \([e.g., \text{when } K_d(488) \text{ is } > 0.3 \text{ m}^{-1}]\) (Zhao et al. 2013). Monthly mean Kd_488_lee data were calculated for each 1 km location in the Great Lakes region during each month. Monthly mean and standard deviation climatologies of Kd_488_lee were also calculated. For each month, the monthly mean Kd_488_lee data were then compared to these Kd_488_lee climatologies in order to calculate a KDI for each pixel, as

\[
\text{KDI} = (\text{monthly mean} - \text{monthly mean climatology}) / \text{monthly stdev climatology}.
\]

To quantify spatially varying climate–KDI relationships, we undertook a statistical regionalization using a \( k \)-means clustering of monthly level KDI data to divide the Great Lakes into 20 regions. The clustering method and number of regions were selected by assessing multiple clustering algorithms \([k\text{-means, self-organized maps (SOMs), average linkage hierarchical, and Ward’s linkage hierarchical}]\) and multiple numbers of clusters \((\text{including SOMs from sizes 3 \times 3 to 6 \times 6 and from } k = 5 \text{ to } k = 15 \text{ for the other clustering algorithm options})\) with clustering validation metrics \([\text{the Calinski–Harabasz criterion, the Davies–Bouldin criterion, the silhouette criterion, the variability skill score (Lee 2014), and the distributed variability skill score (Lee 2017)]\). Of nearly 50 different options, the best-performing clustering solution was \( k \)-means with a 15-cluster solution. While most of the 15 regions were spatially homogenous, some were split into multiple lakes, necessitating the hand drawing of the final regions in ArcMap (using the clustering results as the framework). Regions that were clustered into the same regions but split geographically were simply identified as separate regions, ultimately resulting in an extra five regions added to the original 15-cluster solution derived from clustering and yielding the final 20-region map used in all further analyses (Fig. 1).

Spatially averaged KDI data for these 20 regions were then calculated with daily temporal resolution. Specifically, for each calendar date \((N = 366)\), 30-day running climatological mean and standard deviation maps were developed. Pixel-specific daily mean Kd_lee data from each day in the MODIS time series were then compared to these climatological values to derive KDI in a manner similar to Eq. (1), except that daily mean values were compared to the corresponding running mean and standard deviation climatologies \((\text{i.e., those climatologies centered on the calendar date of the day of interest})\). Note, to account for the increased spatial heterogeneity in the daily mean data \((\text{relative to monthly means})\), a \(5 \times 5\) median filter was applied to each individual MODIS image prior to daily mean calculation. From the KDI maps, daily mean KDI at each of the 20 regions was calculated for use in subsequent analysis of water clarity–climate relationships. Regional KDI values were retained for further analyses if at least 5% of the pixels in the region had data—a threshold determined based upon previous research using the KDI (Lee et al. 2017). Percentiles were calculated for each region’s KDI distribution and used to examine trends in extreme clear KDI events \((20\text{th percentile})\) and turbid KDI events \((80\text{th percentile})\). The KDI was then linearly detrended to remove

FIG. 3. KDI by month from 1997 to 2015 for each region (x axis). KDI is normalized for each region (columns), where red denotes low water clarity (high KDI) and blue denotes higher water clarity (lower KDI) relative to the region. The black-outlined boxes highlight a period of high KDI for Lake Huron (on the left) and Lake Michigan (on the right).
the trends related to regional changes in mussel population throughout the study period. This was particularly important in Lakes Michigan and Huron where a large increase in water clarity has been observed in recent decades.

b. Synoptic climatological analysis

Hydrological data were acquired to examine the relationship of water clarity with stream discharge and precipitation. The stream discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) data were gathered from reliable U.S. (U.S. Geological Survey 2017) and Canadian (Water Survey of Canada 2017) streamflow gauging stations near each lake. The gauging stations were divided according to the lake regions (Fig. 1) in which the stream ends. Regions 4 and 9 had no gauging stations with at least 25 years of data, therefore the nearest station from an adjacent region was used instead. A generalized linear model was used to determine the relationship between stream discharge volume and KDI. Daily precipitation totals across the region of study were acquired from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR; Mesinger et al. 2006). The mean daily precipitation was determined for each region by using the NARR grid points over each lake’s watershed, rather than over the lake itself, as the former method resulted in higher Pearson-based correlations between precipitation and water clarity than the latter.

For the synoptic climatological analysis, this study utilized four atmospheric variables, each of which was independently analyzed: mean sea level pressure (MSLP), 500-hPa geopotential heights (500z), 850-hPa temperatures (850t), and the daily mean zonal (U) and meridional (V) components of the zonal wind at 10 m (UVwind). These variables were obtained from the NARR and used to classify a set of typically occurring circulation patterns across the Great Lakes from 1979 to 2015. The spatial extent of each variable was centered over the Great Lakes, with the large-scale circulation variables, 500z and MSLP, having a much larger spatial extent than 850t and UVwind. Prior to classification, a daily spatial gradient was calculated by subtracting the mean of the daily MSLP and 500z field from each grid point’s raw value to emphasize the daily pressure and height gradient and to reduce the seasonality of 500z.

Similar to the statistical regionalization, clustering dimensions ranging from 4 clusters to 81 clusters, were assessed using SOMs, k-means, and two-step clustering, with the same cluster validation metrics [the Calinski–Harabasz criterion, the Davies–Bouldin criterion, the silhouette criterion, the variability skill score (Lee 2014), and the distributed variability skill score (Lee 2017)] used to determine the best clustering
solution for the four atmospheric variables. Because the SOM is easier to interpret visually, preference was given to the SOM for clustering solutions that performed similarly across all three clustering methods. Ultimately, the 7 by 5 SOM clustering solution had the best validation scores for $500z$, while the 6 by 3 SOM was best for $850t$, the 4 by 4 SOM for UVwind, and the 6 by 5 SOM for MSLP. The SOM training process is outlined below.

Each of the four atmospheric variables was first subjected to an s-mode principal components analysis to reduce spatial collinearity (Sheridan and Lee 2011); all principal components (PCs) with eigenvalues greater than 1 were retained for classification. The number of retained PCs and the explained variance of the retained PCs is shown in Table 1. As noted by Philipp et al. (2014), the artificial neural-network-based SOM method often yields the most stable and reproducible results, which was also found herein for the four atmospheric variables ($500z$, MSLP, $850t$, and UVwind). Furthermore, the SOM method promotes a more intuitive visualization of the classification by organizing the resultant patterns onto a two-dimensional plane with the most different circulation patterns in opposite corners and the most similar ones more nearby (Hewitson and Crane 2002). The SOM “training” began by placing $k$ nodes into random initial starting points within the multidimensional data space, with each node representing one of the final circulation patterns. As the SOM was trained on a batch of observations (e.g., daily fields of MSLP), the algorithm iteratively adjusted the positions of the nodes in the data space to envelop the data cloud, naturally placing more nodes into denser areas of the data space as it assigned each data point to the node to which it was nearest. In addition to adjusting the position of these “assigned nodes” toward the mean of their member observations, with each pass of the batched data, the position of the nodes that were within a certain radius (using a neighborhood radius parameter defined by the user) of the assigned node in the data space were also adjusted at each step to a lesser degree (using a learning rate parameter, also defined by the user), differentiating the SOM method from other classification techniques, such as $k$-means (Sheridan and Lee 2011). A SOM array was generated for each of the four variables, and each day in the period of study was assigned to the node in the array it most closely resembled, generating a “calendar” of atmospheric patterns.
c. Assessing the relationship between KDI and atmospheric/hydrological variables

To assess the holistic effect of each SOM (i.e., effect size of the whole SOM, rather than examining each individual pattern within a SOM) on partitioning KDI across CPs, nonlinear (eta) correlations were examined. Based on ANOVA, the eta correlation \( \eta \) measures the nonlinear relationship between a categorical variable (CPs) on a continuous variable (KDI) and is equal to the square root of the sum of squares between the groups/categories/CPs, divided by the total sum of squares:

\[
\eta = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} (X_{ij} - \bar{X})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n_i} (X_{ij} - \bar{X})^2}},
\]

where \( \bar{X}_i \) denotes the mean KDI of the data for CP \( i \), \( \bar{X} \) is the grand mean of all the KDI data, and \( X_{ij} \) denotes the \( j \)th observation in the \( i \)th CP. More simply, the numerator is calculating the sum of squares between groups/CPs (i.e., the sum of the squared differences between the CP mean KDI and the grand mean KDI), while the denominator is calculating the total sum of squares (i.e., the sum of the squared differences between each data point and the grand mean KDI).

Eta can therefore range between 0 and 1, with larger values indicating a greater effect size (stronger ± nonlinear correlation). The eta correlations were examined for each SOM (500z, 850t, UVwind, and MSLP). To better understand the lagged relationship between KDI and the surface and atmospheric variables, Spearman cross correlations \( r \) with lags up to 28 days were examined for the linearly detrended daily mean KDI data. The correlations were calculated by region and season to characterize the spatial and temporal fluctuations. The mean daily precipitation for each region’s watershed was used to correlate KDI with precipitation. Discharge from individual gauging stations was correlated with KDI, while individual SOM patterns were correlated with KDI for the atmospheric variables. Generalized linear regression was used to assess the relationship between stream discharge volume and KDI.

Because of the large number of variables and regions examined, much of the discussion below focuses on the relationship between KDI and discharge and precipitation for all regions during spring, then narrows the focus to a single region (region 12) and season when discussing the relationship between individual CPs and KDI. Individual CPs will be denoted according to the SOM variable and the pattern number, with the first CP of the 500z, MSLP, 850t, and UVwind SOMs denoted as Z1, S1, T1, and W1, respectively. Lake Erie (regions 12, 13, and 14) was selected because of the water clarity issues impacting the western portion of the lake (region...
12). In this region, the decrease in water clarity is associated with algal blooms that contain toxic cyanobacteria, posing a risk to human life (Michalak et al. 2013). It is also home to the largest human population of the five Great Lakes (Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory 2019). Spring was selected because it is a period of large atmospheric variability in the Great Lakes and the time of year when water clarity begins to decline in Lake Erie. Winter was omitted from the discussion because of the large percentage of days with no KDI data due to ice cover and high cloudiness. This is supported by Ackerman et al. (2013) who showed cloud cover for five Great Lakes exceeded 80% during meteorological winter. Furthermore, Mason et al. (2016) showed the 1973–2013 mean duration of ice coverage in Lakes Erie, Huron, and Superior was one to three months, with similar durations in the shallow, near-land portions of Lakes Michigan and Ontario.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### a. Trends and variability in KDI

For many regions, the secular trend in KDI accounted for the largest variability in water clarity over the 18-yr period of observation (Fig. 2). With the exception of

---

**FIG. 7.** SOM of the spatial gradient of 500-hPa geopotential height (m) and the seasonality of each pattern (bar graphs). Pattern numbers are placed above the respective SOM patterns. For the bar graph, the months are color coded by season, with blue bars representing the frequency of the SOM pattern occurrence during the three meteorological winter months (December–February), green representing meteorological spring (March–May), red representing meteorological summer (June–August), and yellow representing meteorological autumn (September–November). The dotted line indicates 10% monthly frequency.
regions 13 and 14 in Lake Erie, most of the trends in KDI were negative (i.e., decreased KDI values or increased water clarity). Consistent with the findings from Yousef et al. (2017), the largest negative trends were observed in regions of Lakes Michigan and Huron. This suggests that a major environmental element is resulting in the increased water clarity across regions in Lakes Michigan and Huron, namely, the increase in invasive mussels (Yousef et al. 2017). However, the mussels have also increased rapidly in Lakes Erie and Ontario, which have experienced almost no increase in water clarity and even a slight decrease in clarity (i.e., slight increase in KDI) in regions 13 and 14 in Lake Erie. While the number and species of mussel, along with the rate of increase of the mussels can impact the secular trend, the large discrepancies between lakes suggests another environmental element may be acting to reduce water clarity in these regions. In Lake Erie this may be explained by the reeutrophication since the 1990s that has led to increased algae growth and decreased water clarity (Chapra and Dolan 2012; Robertson and Saad 2011; Scavia et al. 2014).

The monthly mean KDI values for each region (Fig. 3) reveal why the KDI trend in Lakes Michigan and Huron is negative. From late 1997 through 2004, the KDI values in Lakes Michigan and Huron were the highest of the 19-yr period for any lake. The KDI has remained stable in Lakes Erie (regions 12, 13, and 14), Superior (regions 1–5), and Ontario (region 15) throughout much of the time series. This is further supported by the consistency in extreme KDI events [defined by the 20th (clear) and 80th (turbid) percentiles of each region’s KDI distribution] in Lakes Erie, Ontario, and Superior (Fig. 4), while Lakes Michigan and Huron, particularly regions 9 and 16, have transitioned from almost no clear events early in the study period to upward of 100 such events per year.

b. Stream discharge and KDI

Stream discharge was the most strongly correlated surface variable with KDI. Smaller streams (by discharge
volume) generally had shorter lag periods than larger streams; however, there is no significant relationship between stream size (e.g., average discharge volume) and KDI. For this reason, only the stream with the highest correlation is shown in Fig. 5. The strongest correlations (max $\rho = 0.36$) occurred within a lag of two weeks and were located in the western side of Lake Erie (regions 12 and 13) where algal blooms are most

![Correlation plots](image-url)

**Fig. 9.** As in Fig. 7, but for 850t ($^\circ$C) and the dotted line indicates 30% monthly frequency.

**Fig. 10.** As in Fig. 8, but for 850t.
prominent and water clarity is typically the lowest (Michalak et al. 2013). Region 3 stream discharge was also highly correlated with KDI; however, the long and narrow shape of the region may influence the time it takes for portions of the region to be affected by stream discharge, resulting in a lag in the larger correlations between KDI and stream discharge. Lakes Michigan (regions 8 and 9) and Huron (regions 18 and 19) had several regions with a negative correlation between stream discharge and KDI during the spring, suggesting increased water clarity following high discharge events. The KDI in the same regions have stronger positive correlations with stream discharge during the summer. The negative correlations (clearer water during higher flow or cloudier water during lower flow) may be a result of frozen ground and a larger areal snowpack during the winter and early spring months, reducing the amount of sediment transport into the lakes via stream discharge and KDI during the spring, suggesting increased water clarity following high discharge events.
discharge and diluting the present lake water with meltwater. Positive correlations between discharge and KDI may be attributed to snowmelt across an unfrozen surface, increasing the sediment transport into the lakes. These positive correlations may also be attributed to an increase in phosphorus and nitrogen loading from precipitation events during the growing season, supporting the growth of algal blooms during late spring and summer. This is shown by Evans et al. (2018), who found effective soil permeability decreases rapidly below 0°C, and Correll et al. (1999), who found that the nitrogen and phosphorus concentration in the Rhode River watershed in Maryland was much higher during spring and summer than during winter. Furthermore, Michalak et al. (2013) found summer algal blooms in Lake Erie were closely related to increased eutrophication from heavy spring precipitation events.

The correlations between precipitation and KDI were much lower in magnitude with respect to the discharge–KDI correlations. Precipitation, when examined at the mesoscale (summed input of the reanalysis-based precipitation from individual grid points over each region), was poorly correlated with KDI. While more highly correlated, precipitation on a watershed scale is still unable to account for localized conditions such as existing stream levels or the location of precipitation. Mesoscale precipitation events over heavily agricultural areas are likely to contribute more sediment load, phosphorus and nitrogen to the lakes than precipitation events over forested areas. For this reason, the correlations between precipitation and KDI were generally nonsignificant and much lower in magnitude with respect to the discharge–KDI correlations.

c. SOM patterns and water clarity, with a focus on Lake Erie

A nonlinear correlation between the four atmospheric SOMs and each KDI region was used to determine the cumulative effect of each SOM on KDI (Fig. 6). The 500z SOM (Fig. 7) generally had the highest correlations with KDI, particularly for regions 13 and 14 in Lake Erie, followed by the 850t, UVwind, and MSLP SOMs (described in more detail below). This relationship is also exhibited between
500z SOM and discharge. Overall, the four different SOMs account for between 11% and 16% of total variability explained in the three Lake Erie regions, with Lake Saint Clair (region 11) being the only other region showing a greater percentage of explained variability in KDI (21%). Lakes Erie and Ontario were consistently higher correlated with the four SOMs than the other lakes. This may be related to the water volume or water circulation patterns in the smaller lakes (Lakes Erie and Ontario) versus the larger lakes (Beletsky et al. 1999), where regions with larger volumes of water are less impacted by circulation patterns than regions with smaller volumes of water (Foley et al. 2012; Kirillin 2010). Regions 9 (Lake Huron) and 20 (Lake Michigan), which experienced the largest changes in KDI during the study period, had the lowest correlations with the four SOMs. The low correlations for much of Lakes Michigan and Huron suggests the water clarity in these regions is likely more dependent on the increased mussel population (and other nonclimate factors) than atmospheric circulation patterns.

The correlation between individual CPs and KDI is seasonally and regionally dependent. For the 500z SOM (Fig. 7), summer-dominant CPs (left side of the SOM) tend to relate to increased water clarity (lower KDI values) in region 12 (Fig. 8). These CPs have lower spatial gradients, favoring drier weather as a result of a more zonal atmospheric flow and less

**Fig. 13.** As in Fig. 7, but for MSLP (hPa).
synoptic precipitation events. Transitional CPs, or the less extreme SOM patterns that occur frequently during the transition from fall to winter and spring to summer, tend to favor decreased water clarity. Z5—which depicts the Great Lakes just east of an upper-level trough and in an area favorable for cyclogenesis—has the highest and most significant positive correlations (max $r = 0.16$) with KDI for region 12, with significant correlations extending three weeks after the CP’s occurrence.

The 850t SOM (Fig. 9) has a strong seasonal component, with summer-dominant CPs on the left side of the SOM, winter-dominant CPs on the right side, and transitional CPs in the middle of the SOM (Fig. 10). The summer-dominant CPs, particularly T7 and T8, exhibit negative correlations (indicating clearer water with increased frequency of these CPs) while the transitional-season CPs show positive correlations for region 12 during spring. This is somewhat counterintuitive, since warmer temperatures stimulate aquatic plant growth, which decreases water clarity (Carr et al. 1997). However, warmer CPs during spring do not necessarily translate to warm water temperatures as the heat capacity of water results in a lag in the warming of the lake. Increased water clarity may therefore be indirectly related to warm CPs through the precipitation patterns associated with each CP during spring.

The UVwind SOM has a lower seasonal component than the 500z and 850t SOMs since winds are more dependent on surface pressure patterns than seasonal temperature fluctuations (Fig. 11). For this reason, the CPs in the UVwind SOM do not tend to cluster by seasonality as CPs in the other SOMs do. While the correlations are primarily nonsignificant, W16 is significantly correlated (max $r = 0.19$) with KDI in region 12 during spring (Fig. 12). This CP occurs mostly in summer but does (rarely) occur in late spring, bringing light to moderate northeasterly winds in connection with cyclonic circulation around a center of low pressure just to the south of the map. Such winds would likely push any algal blooms in region 13 westward into region 12, thus decreasing water clarity in this region.

Similar to the UVwind SOM, the MSLP SOM has a weaker seasonal component than the 500z and 850t SOMs (Fig. 13). Summer-dominant CPs are generally...
clustered in the right center of the SOM, whereas winter-dominant CPs are clustered in the upper-left side of the SOM. Winter-dominant CPs are the most extreme MSLP CPs with the largest spatial gradients due to an increase in midlatitude cyclones. There is generally no relationship between MSLP CPs and KDI in region 12 during spring as only two CPs (S4 and S30) had significant correlations during the 28-day lag period (Fig. 14). In general, CPs along the lowest row of the SOM showed the greatest positive correlations—each of which depict the Great Lakes between a high pressure to the east and low pressure to the west. S4 exhibits the most significant correlations (max $r = 0.15$) within the first 5 days of lag, suggesting a short-term decrease in water clarity in region 12 following S4. Region 12 would likely be on the northeastern fringe of a low pressure system during S4, indicating precipitation and increased stream discharge in the near term. S30 favors decreased water clarity in region 12 during spring. This CP consists of a continental high pressure system centered over the Great Lakes, favoring colder temperatures and less precipitation across region 12.

**d. Relationship between SOM patterns and discharge**

Whereas the relationship between the CPs and KDI was generally weak and nonsignificant, the relationship between the CPs and discharge was stronger and more significant, particularly with the 500z and 850t CPs. The lagged correlations between 500z and stream discharge (Fig. 15) and 850t and stream discharge (Fig. 16) show that warmer CPs during the spring favor decreased precipitation in region 12, while cooler CPs favor increased precipitation. As shown in Fig. 5, stream discharge is positively correlated with KDI in region 12 during the spring, suggesting that a wet spring leads to decreased water clarity in region 12. Because long-range forecasts of stream discharge are not available, the frequency of 850t and 500z CPs derived from climate models may be used to model subseasonal to seasonal water turbidity in the Great Lakes.

**e. Limitations**

Since the KDI is satellite derived, cloud cover and ice cover reduce the total number of days with available KDI data. While there are few missing KDI values during meteorological summer and meteorological fall, many of the regions are predominantly ice covered during meteorological winter. For this reason, winter was omitted from the study. Several regions also maintain ice cover through the start of meteorological spring, especially following cold winters, resulting...
in fewer days with KDI data than in summer and fall. Furthermore, the number of SOM patterns used in the pattern classification of each atmospheric variable ultimately impact the results. While a larger number of SOM patterns may better capture small nuances in the atmospheric circulation, it reduces the sample size of patterns for the circulation to environment analysis, thus pattern classification must

Table A1. Gauging stations used for each region, with the mean discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$) in parentheses. The station with the strongest correlation with KDI in each region, which is used to create Fig. 5, is denoted with boldface font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Gauging stations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region 1</td>
<td>40243430 (10.96), 4027500 (7.49), 4036000 (4.45), and 4040000 (36.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 2</td>
<td>02AB008 (1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 3</td>
<td>02BF001 (22.08), 4040500 (0.55), 4041500 (1.11), 4043050 (0.12), 4045500 (2.47), and 4058200 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 4</td>
<td>02BF001 (22.08), 4040500 (0.55), 4041500 (1.11), 4043050 (0.12), 4045500 (2.47), 4058200 (0.03), 4040000 (36.48), and 4043050 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 5</td>
<td>4040000 (36.48) and 4043050 (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 6</td>
<td>02CD001 (20.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 7</td>
<td>02CD001 (20.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 8</td>
<td>02DB005 (36.73), 02DD010 (191.67), 02EA001 (45.23), 02FA002 (1.18), and 02FB010 (5.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 9</td>
<td>02FA001 (14.61), 02FC001 (62.35), 02FE009 (6.31), 4124000 (9.50), 4151500 (17.43), 4159492 (9.34), 02DB005 (36.73), 02DD010 (191.77), 02EA011 (45.23), and 02FB010 (5.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 10</td>
<td>02FA001 (14.61), 02FC001 (62.35), 02FE009 (6.31), 4124000 (9.49), 4151500 (17.42), and 4159492 (9.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 11</td>
<td>4166000 (0.75), 4166100 (0.77), and 4166500 (4.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 12</td>
<td>4168000 (2.34), 4176500 (24.05), 4177000 (3.64), 4195500 (11.83), 4198000 (36.73), and 4193500 (168.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 13</td>
<td>02GC026 (9.26), 4200500 (11.27), 4201500 (10.23), 4207200 (4.14), 4208000 (29.55), and 4213000 (8.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 14</td>
<td>02GC008 (1.95), 02GC026 (9.26), 03021350 (6.39), 0421500 (4.27), 04215500 (4.27), 04215500 (7.28), and 4218518 (3.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 15</td>
<td>02HC018 (1.20), 02HC024 (4.28), 02HC030 (2.56), 02HD010 (0.82), 02HD012 (3.24), 04231000 (3.59), 04231600 (83.21), 04232050 (0.85), 04249000 (201.54), and 4260500 (131.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 16</td>
<td>4056500 (38.91), 4059000 (20.60), and 4069500 (24.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 17</td>
<td>40527800 (5.24), 4056500 (38.91), 4059000 (20.60), and 4069500 (24.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 18</td>
<td>4122500 (22.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 19</td>
<td>4094000 (2.50), 4102500 (13.72), 4102700 (3.01), 4122100 (0.47), 4122200 (13.24), 5528000 (3.08), 5534500 (0.32), 5535000 (0.19), 5535070 (0.32), 5535500 (0.22), 5536000 (1.10), 5536195 (1.92), and 5536290 (2.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region 20</td>
<td>4087000 (14.34), 4087204 (0.73), 4087240 (4.69), 4087257 (1.10), and 5527800 (0.88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. As in Fig. 15, but for 850t.
strike a balance between too few and too many patterns. This study strives to achieve this balance objectively, although a certain level of subjectivity is always introduced when deciding on the SOM learning parameters and the final SOM dimensions. Last, the impact of hydro control, such as dams, on stream discharge was not assessed.

4. Summary and conclusions

This research utilizes a historical water clarity index (KDI) to investigate the relationship between Great Lakes water clarity and synoptic-scale weather, defined by circulation patterns, and watershed-scale discharge and precipitation. Although the KDI trends in Lakes Superior, Ontario, and Erie are consistent throughout the study period, a negative KDI trend (increased water clarity) in Lakes Michigan and Huron is thought to be related to an increase in invasive mussel species (Yousef et al. 2017). Although invasive mussels are present in other lakes, additional environmental stressors, particularly in Lake Erie, have resulted in periods of increased KDI (decreased water clarity).

Overall, discharge showed the strongest relationship with water clarity, with increasing discharge leading to strong positive correlations in most regions (higher KDI values = cloudier water) and lasting out to 2 or more weeks in many locations—especially in summer. While generally low in magnitude, the nonlinear correlations between each of the four SOMs and KDI reveal that the water clarity in smaller lakes (Lakes Erie and Ontario) tends to be more impacted by circulation patterns than in larger lakes, suggesting water clarity drivers may be dampened by the dynamical processes in lakes with larger surface areas. A closer examination of Lake Erie in spring further suggests the synoptic scale weather does play a small role in impacting day-to-day variability in water clarity. In particular, circulation patterns at various levels that are associated with increased precipitation often show the strongest positive correlations, suggesting sediment and nutrient runoff are the key factors linking the atmosphere to springtime water clarity in the lake. While the magnitude of the correlations between the atmospheric variables and water clarity were generally lower than with discharge, the relationship between the atmospheric CPs and stream discharge was larger and more significant. Because of the significant relationship between atmospheric CPs and stream discharge, long-range forecasts of water clarity in the Great Lakes are possible.
Lakes may benefit by incorporating CPs as a proxy for stream discharge.

The results of this research are currently being used to develop neural-network-based time-series models to empirically predict water clarity in the Great Lakes and generate a complete reconstructed time series of water clarity from 1979 to 2015. Forecast meteorological data will then be combined with the output of the neural-network-based time series models with the goal of producing an operational water clarity outlook for each region in the Great Lakes. The linkage between atmospheric CPs and stream discharge will continue to be explored to improve model input for the operational water clarity outlook. The appendix provides additional figures and tables with details that are relevant to the work presented in this paper.
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**APPENDIX**

**Additional Results and Details**

Table A1 shows gauging stations used for each region, along with the mean discharge (m$^3$ s$^{-1}$). It also gives the station with the strongest correlation with KDI in each region (used to create Fig. 5). Figure A1 shows the correlation between discharge and KDI for each region during summer. Figures A2 and A3 show the correlation between discharge and UV$_{wind}$ for each region during spring. Pattern numbers are placed above the respective SOM patterns. Significant correlations ($\alpha \leq 0.05$) are denoted with solid points.
between discharge and UVwind or MSLP, respectively, for region 12 during spring.
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FIG. A3. Correlation between discharge and MSLP for region 12 during spring. Pattern numbers are placed above the respective SOM patterns. Significant correlations ($\alpha \leq 0.05$) are denoted with solid points.


